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WOOD LEG
Innovative SICO® wood leg nesting tables deliver a
perfect fit in every way – from sublime style that
enhances your image to smooth-rolling transport
and space-saving simplicity.
They feature a classic, clean design with h
 and-crafted
Oak or Maple wood veneers in a variety of finishes
and sophisticated tops. Arrange them in traditional or
unconventional layouts to create elegant serving and
action stations.
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Offering stunning beauty
along with rugged d
 urability
that stands up to everyday
commercial use, our wood leg
nesters are available with an
optional glass overlay for extra
protection and easy cleanup.
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METAL LEG
If your décor calls for a sleek, contemporary look, our
metal leg tables put dozens of design combinations within
your reach. Choose from chrome, silver, copper or black
powder coat legs, along with quartz, laminate, granite
composite or wood tops. And you can always add a glass
overlay for extra protection.
With their smooth-rolling casters, you can configure them
to fit any event’s demands. Small tables are a perfect
complement to a lobby sofa. Large tables make ideal
serving stations for your chef’s creations or check-in
desks for big conferences or galas.
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NEST

BEST

with the
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LET’S CONNECT
Contact your SICO® representative to
discover how our solutions can help you
reimagine your space and transform your
customer experiences.
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Traditional or contemporary, down-home or
industrial, indoors or out…SICO® nesting tables are
smart, versatile solutions that optimize your space,
style and budget.

Follow us on
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YOU’VE GOT CHOICES
Small

Medium

Large

With so many possible design combinations, you’re sure
to find the right colors, materials and styles to match your
facility’s look and vibe. Visit www.sicoinc.com for the full list.

3 Table Sizes
4 Metal Leg Finishes
40+ Quartz Types
9 Granite Types
2 Wood Types
12 Wood Stains

Traditional or contemporary, down-home or
industrial, indoors or out…SICO® nesting tables are
smart, versatile solutions that optimize your space,
style and budget.

175+ Laminates
+ Special Options
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